Recent Library Acquisitions

The following list of books recently added to the catalogue include books both purchased and donated also recently added e-books which are available via RSM Members Only web pages

www.rsm.ac.uk.

QT 261 DEL
DE LUIGI Arthur Jason
Adaptive sports medicine: a clinical guide.
Cham, Springer, 2018

QT 261 KHA
KAHN Stuart B. & XU Rachel Yinfei
Musculoskeletal sports and spine disorders: a comprehensive guide.
Cham, Springer, 2017

QV 4 GOG
GOGOLLARI Artemisa & BUNDO Marvin
Pharmacology: illustrated notes.
s.l., [Printed in Great Britain by Amazon], [2018]
Student Oriented

QV 250 LAU
LAUNDY Matthew, GILCHRIST Mark & WHITNEY Laura
Antimicrobial stewardship.

QW 504 MON
MONIE Tom P.
The innate immune system: a compositional and functional perspective.

QZ 4 DAM
DAMJANOV Ivan
Pathology secrets. 2nd edition
Philadelphia, Elsevier, 2005
Secrets Series & Student Consult
QZ 345 PER
PERRY Kyle
Soft tissue pathology for clinicians.
Cham, Springer, 2017
Pathology for Clinicians

W 50 MAR
MARTIN Clancy, VAUGHT Wayne & SOLOMON Robert C.
Ethics across the professions: a reader for professional ethics. [2nd edition]

W 84 FA1 SAA
SAATCHI Maurice Nathan, Baron, 1946-
An NHS Royal commission: from fighting fires to lasting settlement.
London, Centre for Policy Studies, 2017

W 84.1 POW
POWELL Lindsay, SOUTHWELL-WRIGHT William & GOWLAND Rebecca
Care in the past: archaeological and interdisciplinary perspectives.
Oxford, Oxbow Books, 2017

WB 141.5 LAY
LAYNE Kerry
100 diagnostic dilemmas in clinical medicine.
Boca Raton, CRC Press, 2017
100 Cases

WC 100 SCH
SCHELD W. Michael, HUGHES James M. & WHITLEY Richard J.
Emerging infections 10.
Washington, DC, ASM Press, 2016
ICCAAC Symposia on Emerging Infections

WE 872 CAS
CASTOLDI Filippo & BONASIA Davide Edoardo
Fractures around the knee.
Switzerland, Springer, 2016
Fracture Management Joint By Joint

WF 100 BOU
BOULET Louis-Philippe
Applied respiratory pathophysiology.
Boca Raton, CRC Press, 2018

WG 140 APU
APU S.K.
ECG for medical diagnosis.
New Delhi, Jaypee, 2017
SABHARWAL Nikant, ARUMUGAM Parthiban & KELION Andrew D.
Nuclear cardiology. 2nd edition
Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2017
Oxford Specialist Handbooks in Cardiology & Oxford Medical Publications

DABBAGH Ali, CONTE Antonio Hernandez & LUBIN Lorraine
Congenital heart disease in pediatric and adult patients: anesthetic and perioperative management.
Cham, Springer, 2017

DE LEMOS James A. & OMLAND Torbjorn
Chronic coronary artery disease: a companion to Braunwald’s Heart disease.
Philadelphia, Elsevier, 2018
Expert Consult

LENIHAN Daniel J. & SAWYER Douglas B.
Cardio-oncology related to heart failure.
Philadelphia, Elsevier, 2017
Heart Failure Clinics, Vol.13, No.2

CHANG George J.
Rectal cancer: modern approaches to treatment.
Cham, Springer, 2018

HYMAN Neil
UMANSKIY Konstantin
Difficult decisions in colorectal surgery.
Cham, Springer, 2017
Difficult Decisions in Surgery: an Evidence-Based Approach

GRANT Colin
A smell of burning: the story of epilepsy.
London, Jonathan Cape, 2016

PARMAR Sunjay & SHAW Pamela J.
Neurology: a visual approach.
Boca Raton, CRC Press, 2018

BEART Philip et al.
Neurodegenerative diseases: pathology, mechanisms, and potential therapeutic targets.
Cham, Springer, 2017
Advances in Neurobiology, No. 15
WM 203 CAS
CASTLE David J., BUCKLEY Peter F. & GAUGHRAN Fiona
Physical health and schizophrenia.
Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2017
Oxford Psychiatry Library

WO 200 DIN
DINSMORE Judith & HALL George M.
Neuroanaesthesia: anaesthesia in a nutshell.
Oxford, Auckland, etc., Butterworth-Heinemann, 2002
Anaesthesia in a Nutshell

WO 200 PRA
PRABHAKAR Hemanshu, MAHAJAN Charu & KAPOOR Indu
Boca Raton, CRC Press, 2017

WO 200 RUS
RUSKIN Keith J., STIEGLER Marjorie & ROSENBAUM Stanley H.
Quality and safety in anesthesia and perioperative care.
New York, Oxford University Press, 2016

WO 440 BLA
BLACK Ann E. & MCEWAN Angus
Paediatric and neonatal anaesthesia.
Edinburgh, London, etc., Butterworth-Heinemann, 2004
Anaesthesia in a Nutshell

WQ 208 RIZ
RIZK Botros R.M.B. & MONTAG Markus
Standard operational procedures in reproductive medicine: laboratory and clinical practice.
Boca Raton, CRC Press, 2017

WR 475 CHI
CHIACCHIO Nilton Di & TOSTI Antonella
Melanonychias.
Cham, Springer, 2017

WR 650 JIA
JIANG Shang I. Brian & ORTIZ Arisa E.
Reconstructive dermatologic surgery.
New Delhi, Jaypee, 2018

WS 141 NEL
NELSON Waldo Emerson, 1898-1997 et al.
Philadelphia, Elsevier, 2018
Expert Consult
WS 320 LAN
LANE Victoria Alison et al.
Pediatric colorectal and pelvic surgery: case studies.
Boca Raton, CRC Press, 2017

WS 360 FUL
FULGHESU Anna Maria
Good practice in pediatric and adolescent gynecology.
Cham, Springer, 2018

WV 100 CHE
CHENG Jeffrey & BENT John P.
Endoscopic atlas of pediatric otolaryngology.
Switzerland, Springer, 2016

WW 220 COL
COLBY Kathryn A.
Corneal diseases in children: challenges and controversies.
Cham, Springer, 2017
Essentials in Ophthalmology

WX 218 BIE
BIENVENU O. Joseph, JONES Christina & HOPKINS Ramona O.
Psychological and cognitive impact of critical illness.
New York, Oxford University Press, 2017

WZ 330 FRE
FRENCH Wendy & KIRWAN Jane
Born in the NHS.